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Class of 2003
Installed as Acolytes

Congratulations!
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In Memoriam
Deacons at Peace, Awaiting the Kingdom, who have left us this century.
Remember them in your prayers

Vishno Brennan  Tom Noone
Joe Cunningham  Tom White
Al Mistretta  Charles Kiley
Bill Shelhamer  David Garcia

21 Acolytes Installed
On December 4, 2001 Bishop David Arias installed the twenty-one men of the Class of 2003 as Acolytes at St Mary of the Assumption Church, Elizabeth, NJ. During the beautiful Spanish Liturgy the men heard Bishop Arias tell each of them, “Let Christ who has begun a good work in you, finish it!” Installed were: Jesús Aristy, José Miguel Class, Wilson Cordero, Eduardo Donoso, Mike Figueroa, Miquel Franco, Humberto Goez, Luis Londoño, Luis Carlos Lorza, José Negron, Pedro Nieves, Ernesto Nuñez, Miguel Ortega, Alejandro Polanco, Cecelio Polanco, Nelson Ramirez, Marco Rojas, Jerry Romero, Orlando Sánchez, Cesar Torres, Alfredo Zapada.
Congratulations to all new Acolytes, their families, friends, and parishioners.